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FROMTHE EDITOR~DESKf
Dear Aline (How the hell do you pronounce this, anyway? Alighn, A-line,
A-lin-e, A-Leena, Alin? Dint yer
parents know nothin' bout names?)
Ignore those crude phillistines
who say your drawing is for shit.
Well, to be perfectly honest, yer
drawing is for shit, (no offense
please), but it matches your stories
perfectly. No shit! I'm a nosy son of a
bitch with a face like a bartender!
Signed,
George "Bullet" Williams
deceased
P .S. I'm a sneering young man with
no sympathy for any problems
except my own .....
Well friends ... I finally finished
Powe: P~ 2 . . .. and I certainly hope
you lzke zt! Getting these stories out
of the Bunch b~ain is like pulling
teeth. If the stones are a bit grim I
?an 't help it . . . that's the way I ;ee
zt! I really enjoyed hearing from
some of you and I did answer most of
~he . le~ters, especially the more
intrzguing ones. So I hope more of
you will respond and tell me what
you 're thinking. I appreciate your
comments and compliments. I even
get off on weirdos with bizarre ideas
••• so _don't be shy! Right now I am
expecting Bunch or Bob Jr. so you
can send any cute baby items you
happen to have laying around the
house .... I need more stuff and you
can ~ontrzbute! Looking forward to
hearing from you and here are some
excerpts from letters written to
Power Pak 1 .....
Your Pal,
The Bunch

Growin' up in Queens ....
Power
Pak really hit home! Your honesty
and truth is wonderful . . . It's so
rare to find any comix written and of
course, illustrated by women .... to
read one filled with your ideas and
humor is a special treat! Thanks for
the inspiration and KEEP ON
TRUCKIN'.
Love,
Alice

Dear Aline,
I am also an artist (heard that one
before?) My stuff is autobiographical-Jewish-Upper-middle-classneurotic-primitive-with overtones of
Miami Beach (where I was born) and
Buffalo, N.Y. (where I was raised). I
truly identify with most aspects of
your life including cancer, fat, art
school ---- etc. Enc. a xerox of mine
entitled, "It Was Very Hot The Day I
Decided To Wash The Car.''
Fondly,
Jessica Lenard

Dear A-lean,
Ha!
Call me a media dupe.
You mean you don't get shitloads
of mail? B-but you've published
comics! What about your hoards of
eager fans? Don't you have to wear
sunglasses to the Safeway? Don't
you even have a secretary? I was
really amazed to get an answer to my
letter.
Stan Hughes
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